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Background  
 
Globally, with an annual budget of $10 trillion, the construcJon industry corresponds to 13 
percent of the gross domesJc product (GDP) (Barbosa et al., 2017). It also offers more 
employment opportuniJes for many young individuals globally (InternaJonal Labour 
OrganizaJon (ILO), 2017). Despite its benefits, the construcJon industry contributes to poor 
safety performance (Safe Work Australia, 2019). According to global accident rates, compared to 
other sectors, construcJon fataliJes and injuries were higher (Sousa et al., 2014). In both 
developed and developing countries, fall from height (FFH) is a prominent cause of fatal 
accidents on construcJon sites. In India, the construcJon industry plays a key role in economic 
growth (Singh et al., 2021). Vigneshkumar et al. (2019) found that FFH accounts for 50% of 
overall construcJon accidents in India by analyzing accidents in the Indian construcJon sector 
during 2019-2020 using right to informaJon (RTI) reports and local police records. Although the 
government has enacted several safety regulaJons and recommendaJons, fall accidents in 
Indian construcJon (Chellappa and Salve, 2018) and in other developing naJons construcJon 
sector conJnue to rise at an alarming rate (Awwad et al., 2016).  
 
Enhancing safety performance by prevenJng accidents is the current mantra in the construcJon 
industry worldwide (Zwetsloot et al., 2013). Hence, several approaches were proposed globally 
to prevent falls. Though such studies proposed different methods of fall prevenJon, they were 
either too complicated to put into pracJce or didn't offer a clear plan for enhancing 
construcJon safety performance (Sanni-Anibire et al., 2020). Hence, there is currently a 
shortage of pracJcal approaches to improve construcJon safety performance. The industry 
most likely lacks a straighdorward, comprehensive, and sJll successful method. This can be 
achieved by using a fall risk assessment (RA) method. "The most criJcal safety process in 
construcJon is RA, since if it fails, all other procedures are likely to fail" (Manuele, 2013).  
RA is a conJnuous holisJc process at the core of construcJon safety planning and needs 
adequate planning, monitoring, and feedback (Celik and Gul, 2021). According to Bansal (2011), 
safety planning entails idenJfying and assessing potenJal safety risks associated with 
construcJon acJviJes and drawing steps to control the risks via the RA process during the pre-
construcJon phase. Considerable pracJcal and theoreJcal knowledge is  
needed to execute the RA process (Ding et al., 2016). Nevertheless, RA faces significant 
challenges. For instance, RA heavily relies on the site members' experience. The fragmented 
nature of construcJon sites makes it difficult to draw on the experJse of different site members 
(Carter and Smith, 2006). Indeed, safety experts conduct the RA process based on their skills 



and safety knowledge, engineering drawings, standards, and regulaJons. (Chellappa et al., 
2020). It is documented that such a process does not imitate real-life construcJon operaJons 
(Hadikusmo and Rowlinson, 2004; Ding et al., 2016). The convenJonal method of RA frequently 
fails to detect risks associated with an acJvity, either due to inadequate knowledge or a lack of 
Jme (Gadd et al., 2004), resulJng in accidents (Albert et al., 2013).  
 
According to Carter and Smith (2006), challenges in construcJon safety could be eliminated by 
incorporaJng knowledge management (KM) into safety planning. Hallowell (2012) stated that 
proper safety KM could improve the companies' ability to respond to safety challenges. 
According to Dong et al. (2018), safety knowledge is a jusJfied belief that increases firms' ability 
to manage hazards to effecJvely alain an acceptable risk level. Some researchers (e.g., 
Mohammed et al., 2019) proposed different approaches to integraJng KM into construcJon 
safety planning. Unfortunately, there has been limited research on KM and safety in 
construcJon because most construcJon firms limit the minimum enforcement of their safety 
efforts (Hallowell, 2012). Given the above, this study focused on integraJng KM into the safety 
planning to facilitate the process of RA, focusing on prevenJng falls in the Indian construcJon 
industry.  
 
ConstrucJon involves numerous tasks and trades. Due to Jme constraints, it was pracJcally 
difficult to include all the trades in this study. Therefore, this research was presented in the 
context of tradiJonal verJcal formwork (wall and column). Formwork is used as a mould and 
shaped into desired dimensions for concrete tasks. Formwork used in construcJon omen 
involves working at heights (Amrutha et al., 2014), and a high level of fall incidents are 
associated with its operaJons (López-Arquillos et al., 2014). It is evident from the literature that 
prevenJng falls during formwork operaJons through RA from a KM perspecJve is an uncharted 
area. Hence, the goal of this research work was to collect evidence to answer the following 
research quesJons:  
1. How are safety KM strategies employed in construcJon companies during the fall RA process? 
2. What are the challenges encountered during fall RA and what knowledge do the users require 
for fall RA? 
3. How should safety knowledge be represented while developing a knowledge-based system to 
facilitate the RA process focusing on prevenJng falls during verJcal formwork?  
4. How effecJve is the proposed system to perform fall RA?  
 
Aim and ObjecJves  
This research study aims to design a safety knowledge-based system to facilitate the process of 
RA, focusing on prevenJng falls during verJcal formwork in construcJon projects. The following 
objecJves are set to achieve this aim:  

• To idenJfy the safety KM strategies employed by construcJon companies during the fall 
RA process  

• To idenJfy the challenges faced by the users during fall RA and understand the safety 
knowledge needed by them for fall RA  

• To develop a knowledge-based system for represenJng safety knowledge by  
o IdenJfying the acJviJes that pose the risk of falls in verJcal formwork 



o  Analyzing the fall trends in formwork operaJons 
o Capturing the safety knowledge of formwork acJviJes for fall RA 
o Developing a system to store and reuse safety knowledge  

• To test and evaluate the knowledge-based system by potenJal end-users  
 
Methodology  
A mixed-method approach was adopted, and the data collecJon and analysis were carried out 
in different stages to accomplish the research objecJves.  
First, to idenJfy the safety KM strategies employed in construcJon companies during the fall RA 
process for fall prevenJon, interviews were conducted. Eight safety professionals 
(heads/managers) with relevant experience in the RA process in Indian construcJon were 
parJcipated. 
 
Face-to-face oral interviews were conducted. The interview guide had two sets of quesJons. 
The first set targets gathering background informaJon from interviewees. The second set 
targeted to idenJfy the KM trends in fall RA with quesJons: “Could you elaborate on the 
process of fall RA in construcJon? - How do you idenJfy fall risks? How do you assess fall risks? 
How do you choose control measures to prevent falls? How is safety knowledge stored and re-
used for fall prevenJon? What tools are used to store safety knowledge?”. These quesJons 
were asked to understand beler the interviewees' profiles and organizaJons that adopt safety 
strategies. The duraJon of data collecJon was for three months (November 2019 to January 
2020), with each session lasJng approximately one hour.  
 
To ensure the interview results, the research team again contacted the companies and 
requested to be a part of their safety meeJngs amer the interviews. During safety meeJngs, 
research-related documents such as data sources used for fall RA, RA worksheets, and tools 
used to share data were shown to the researcher that companies use during fall RA. Using this 
method, the researcher took experts' input, verified the interviews, and added meaning to the 
definiJons of safety KM in fall RA. This increases and ensures the validity of this study's results.  
The interview analysis was carried out by transcribing the recorded interviews and coding the 
transcripts to conclude the raw data gathered. The data was first transcribed and verified 
against audio recordings to make them ready for analysis. The researcher thoroughly examined 
the transcripts before beginning to interpret the data. Then, a themaJc analysis was conducted 
to analyze interview data, facilitated by a Computer Assisted QualitaJve Data Analysis Somware 
(CAQDAS) known as ATLAS.J.  
 
To achieve the second objecJve, a mixed-method approach - interviews followed by surveys 
were adopted to collect data. Same as previous phase, the interview was conducted with the 
same individuals to idenJfy the challenges faced by users and the safety knowledge required for 
fall RA. The researcher used an interview guide to conduct the interviews. There were two sets 
of quesJons in the interview guide. The first set targets gathering background informaJon from 
interviewees. The second set targeted understanding the users' challenges during the fall RA 
process and their opinions to enhance it. Eight full interviews were conducted. The interviews 
lasted between 1 hr and 1.5 hrs. All interviews were tape-recorded with the interviewee's 



permission and transcribed later. Over four weeks in March and April 2020, the interviews were 
conducted. The interview analysis was carried out by transcribing the recorded interviews and 
coding the transcripts in ATLAS.J to conclude the raw data gathered.  
Once the interview data was analyzed, the idenJfied challenges and requirements were subject 
to a survey as a variable on a Five-point Likert Scale (1=Strongly Disagree to 5=Strongly Agree). 
There were 15 scale items (variables) derived from challenges and user requirements. A web 
survey was built on a specified site to collect parJcipants' responses and made available to 
parJcipants via LinkedIn. At the start of the quesJonnaire, a filtering quesJon was added to 
ensure that the parJcipants were experienced in the RA process. Based on experience, 
parJcipants were requested to rank the challenges and requirements for improving the fall RA 
process. Over nine weeks between April and June 2020, 84 quesJonnaires were returned. Of 
these, 33 were discarded due to invalid or missing data given by respondents. As a result, the 
analysis was conducted using 51 valid responses. The response rate, in the end, was 60.71%. 
Internal consistency was checked among the variables. The mean staJsJcs were employed to 
idenJfy the most criJcal challenges faced by the users and their needs and compared them with 
interview results. A descripJve analysis was conducted on the usable returned survey using IBM 
SPSS Version 22.0.  
 
Next, to develop a knowledge-based system, the acJviJes that pose fall risks during formwork 
operaJons were idenJfied through observaJon and surveys with construcJon pracJJoners. The 
field observaJon's main goal was to produce a preliminary list that would subsequently be 
validated in a survey by construcJon experts. Four projects in the southern part of India were 
visited for field observaJons. The projects ranged from Rs 50 crores to 150 crores in mulJ-story 
buildings. The formwork construcJon methods differed from one site to the other, while all 
projects entailed new construcJon. All projects used tradiJonal form components, i.e., 
plywood. In total, the research team observed 192 working hours, resulJng in the 
documentaJon of 12 different formwork acJviJes, four of which pose a risk of falls. The 
observaJon phase was completed when no new acJvity was observed within sJpulated 
working hours. It was considered that adequate repeJJon had been alained once this 
requirement was reached. A sample size of 8 industry experts currently employed in South India 
was invited in person by the researcher to parJcipate in the survey with the list of four fall risk 
acJviJes and descripJons. Three pracJJoners refused, and five accepted the invitaJon and 
agreed to parJcipate. All the experts had more than five years of experience in construcJon and 
were engaged in formwork acJviJes.  
 
Then, the riskiest acJviJes and fall trends in formwork were analyzed using the OSHA database. 
First, the database containing verJcal formwork fall incidents informaJon was to be idenJfied. 
The data from OSHA Fatality and Catastrophe InvesJgaJon Summaries (FCIS) database was used 
first due to its reliable source. Some data were missing and not updated in the OSHA database 
amer 2016. Hence, the documented reports from OSHA between 1995 and 2015 were used in 
this study to analyze and understand the fall trends, such as the severity of acJviJes, the height 
of falls, and their causes in formwork acJviJes. The accident reports were retrieved from the 
database using the keyword “concrete formwork.” IniJally, 526 reports were found, and with a 



further filter using keywords such as “verJcal formwork” and “fall from height”, 203 reports 
were retrieved from the database.  
 
In five different criteria, the retrieved data are summarized: (1) injuries severity, (2) the acJvity 
of the formwork being carried out at the Jme of the occurrence, (3) trade workers involved in 
each acJvity when the fall occurred, (4) height of fall, and (5) causes of fall. Based on the 
severity level set forth by Dharmapalan (2011), the severity of the incident was classified. 
Dharmapalan (2011) established four severity levels: Near miss: no injuries; low severity: 
temporary pain; medium severity: results in medical acJon; and high severity: fatality or 
permanent disability. Based on studies conducted by Amrutha et al. (2014) and Hallowell 
(2008), the formwork acJviJes that pose the risk of falls, the formwork acJviJes are classified, 
namely assembly, erecJon, concrete pouring, and stripping.  
 
A Delphi research technique was adopted to capture the safety knowledge for fall RA associated 
with four formwork acJviJes. The researchers employed a three-step method to select a highly 
qualified panel of experts for the current study. The selecJon of parJcipants relied on each 
parJcipant's job and posiJon within their firm regarding human resources management and 
their educaJon, profession, and engagement in the industry. The only individual who worked 
and was in India during the study period was selected for parJcipaJon. Following a thorough 
search for suitable parJcipaJon, a list of 53 experts was produced. The researchers contacted 
the 53 individuals who had been idenJfied, explained the study to them, and invited them to 
parJcipate. Twenty-four of the 53 parJcipants volunteered to join the panel if they were judged 
to be qualified experts. 
 
Second, an email was sent to the 24 individuals interested in parJcipaJng in the study. The 
email requested informaJon on their qualificaJons, educaJon, and work experience, among 
many other items. The goal of gathering this informaJon was to decide if the individuals were 
qualified to parJcipate on the panel as experts. For this purpose, Hallowell and Gambatese’s 
(2010) point-system qualificaJon approach was used. The qualificaJon point-system process 
includes criteria for the year of professional experience, educaJonal background, professional 
registraJon, commilee membership, research publicaJons, and overall contribuJons to the 
profession, all of which are used to decide whether an individual is a construcJon expert. 
According to previous researchers' recommendaJons (e.g., Lopez-Arquillos et al., 2014), if an 
individual scores 11 points or more across mulJple criteria, they are supposed to be an expert. 
Out of the 24 people who iniJally expressed an interest in parJcipaJng in the study, the 
informaJon was provided by 16 (66.67%) relaJng to the qualificaJon criteria. All parJcipants 
scored more than 11 points amer gathering and evaluaJng the informaJon provided and were 
thus regarded as qualified experts. A panel of 16 experts was within the recommended range 
indicated by prior studies (Karakhan et al., 2021). 
 
As part of the Delphi process, a quesJonnaire was created as the data collecJon tool. The 
experts were given access to a web survey produced on a specific site to collect expert 
responses. Four rounds of quesJonnaires were used, and the panelists were unaware of the 
idenJJes of the other panelists. The research team managed the survey independently and 



preserved confidenJality throughout the procedure. 
 
The panelists were asked to indicate the causes of falls and the populaJon at risk during 
formwork acJviJes in the first round of the Delphi process to analyze and improve workplace 
safety. All indicated causes of falls and populaJon risks were given to the panelists during the 
second round. They were asked if they agreed that the causes of falls and the populaJon at risk 
stated in the first round were essenJal constructs for RA. The panelists were asked to weigh the 
probability and severity levels using the previously provided scales in the third round. In the 
fourth round, the panelists were asked to list each acJvity's fall risk control measures to prevent 
falls in the construcJon workplace.  
 
The data were merged to achieve these objecJves with each acJvity. The overall data from this 
study were combined for each acJvity using MS Excel to give a fall RA worksheet for verJcal 
formwork to prevent falls at the site. The Delphi results were validated through face, construct, 
empirical, and external techniques to examine the goal of determining the degree to which the 
findings are relevant to reality.  
 
Following the safety knowledge acquisiJon of verJcal formwork for fall RA from experts, the 
safety knowledge for verJcal formwork was also captured through document analysis to 
idenJfy best safety pracJces for formwork operaJons. Working at height regulaJons, guidelines 
in India and other published arJcles internaJonally related to formwork operaJons were 
rigorously examined. These include the Factories act, 1948 (GOI, 2017), Guide to the Safety, 
Health and Welfare at Work (General ApplicaJon) RegulaJons 2007, part 4: Work at Height 
(HSE, 2008), Industry Guide for Formwork (Safework, 2012), and Guide to Safety Procedures for 
VerJcal Concrete Formwork (SSFI, 2016), Hallowell and Gambatese (2009), Amruta et al. (2014), 
López-Arquillos et al. (2014), and Barbosa et al., (2014).  
 
A prototype was developed by using a content management system (CMS). JusJnmind was used 
to create a prototype of the proposed fall RA system. The prototype was named SAFEFORM and 
its usability was evaluated uJlizing the cogniJve walkthrough (CW) evaluaJon method at 
construcJon companies in southern India. Five evaluators were selected from different 
educaJonal backgrounds through random sampling. The evaluators have included two junior 
safety engineers, one graphic designer, one project engineer, and one construcJon engineering 
and management faculty with an average experience of 6.4 in years. The evaluators had a 1-
hour session to determine the usability problems in SAFEFORM. Using the SAFEFORM user 
interface, the evaluators individually conducted tasks sequenJally to perform the evaluaJon. 
Therefore, based on users’ experience, evaluators put themselves in real users’ posiJons. If a 
problem emerged amer a task was completed, evaluators were allowed to report back from the 
users' perspecJve. As an observer, the researcher was present next to the evaluators during the 
evaluaJon period and made notes on the evaluators' comments, queries, understanding of the 
exact locaJon of usability problems in SAFEFORM, and detailed explanaJons of usability 
problems. Amer compleJng the evaluaJon procedure, assessors evaluated their lists and, if 
necessary, updated or revised a comment.  



Based on evaluators feedback, the interface design of the prototype was improved, and a web-
based KM system was developed using PHP language programming. Then, to accomplish the 
last objecJve, the evaluaJon exercise was conducted through a survey with 20 potenJal end-
users with experience in construcJon safety. 
 
A demonstraJon of a live presentaJon to potenJal end-users would benefit the proposed 
systems’ features and funcJonality. Next, they would be asked to fill out a quesJonnaire in 
which they would be able to express their thoughts on various systems aspects. It is noteworthy 
to menJon that out of eight individuals who parJcipated during the interview phase, five 
validated the proposed system. There were four secJons to the quesJonnaire. The parJcipant's 
informaJon was gathered in secJon 1. The effecJveness of the system was evaluated in secJon 
2. System benefits and organizaJonal learning were examined in secJon 3. Finally, secJon 4 
alempts to evaluate how the proposed knowledge-based system could help address the 
challenges faced by the users during fall RA.  
 
Results and discussion  
For the first objecJve, the data collected was represented in word tables, which helped idenJfy 
the KM strategies across construcJon firms. The findings demonstrate that systemaJc safety KM 
was not commonly applied in construcJon firms. It was found that most organizaJons found an 
ineffecJve KM system for managing safety knowledge, especially tacit knowledge. LegislaJon 
and regulaJons were the primary explicit knowledge gained by organizaJons. ContracJng 
organizaJons were responsible for developing their safety plans and safety management 
systems. In most companies, such methods were prepared by explicit knowledge sources such 
as accident reports, regulaJons, etc. For instance, some interviewees stated that the safety 
head conducted fall RA for any new project using the company's safety work method statement. 
Based on their experience, they choose the risk levels and control measures for any acJviJes. 
This result relates with the past study conducted by Hadikusumo and Rowlinson (2004) that 
safety experts carry out the RA based on their own experiences with sources such as regulaJons 
and standards, which could not be adequate to prevent safety risks (Dong et al., 2018). Usually, 
tacit knowledge is held in an individual's mind, and transferring it to other employees in the 
organizaJon is quite difficult. EffecJve safety KM could improve the organizaJon's safety  
performance (Hallowell, 2012). According to Hon and Chan (2014), construcJon pracJJoners 
(i.e., site engineers or managers) have the potenJal to recognize possible safety risks in the 
projects that will arise. However, there was no systemaJc method to capture the knowledge 
from site professionals. More omen, site professionals are not loaded with site safety jobs. Other 
aspects of the project have to be addressed by site professionals. They cannot allot Jme to 
share tacit knowledge because of the Jght project schedule. However, they are individuals with 
excellent knowledge of project safety to share. 
 
Another key finding was that safety KM strategies should be implemented effecJvely and 
constantly applied across the firms and should contain various elements that support capturing, 
storing, and transferring. During safety storage, the elements that the interviewed companies 
typically ignored were tacit knowledge. It was recognized that conJnuous improvement 
requires effecJve safety knowledge storage and that even if knowledgeable employees leave 



the company, the safety knowledge can be transferred to new employees. Tacit knowledge is 
essenJal in height work operaJons due to unexpected height works. ICTs have been used in 
construcJon projects to manage safety knowledge effecJvely (Hadikusumo and Rowlinson, 
2004); however, such technologies are not widely designed for specific acJviJes (Hon and Chan, 
2014). Therefore, there is a need to design an effecJve safety KM to manage safety knowledge 
for fall RA. But before implemenJng such strategies, it is essenJal to understand the challenges 
that safety heads/managers face during RA and how the safety knowledge should be 
represented to users to facilitate the enJre process of fall RA.  
 
In order to so, the second objecJve was set to understand the challenges faced by users during 
the fall RA process and their opinions on facilitaJng it. Using interviews and surveys, 15 
variables were idenJfied as the challenges faced by the users during RA (6 variables) and users’ 
requirements to facilitate RA processes (9 variables). It was found that idenJfying significant 
hazards and the steps involved in each acJvity are the major challenges users face during RA, 
which correlates with the results of Carter and Smith (2006). In most cases, users had to 
prepare RA with insufficient informaJon about the acJvity. This is one of the major reasons that 
users could not address any significant hazards. SelecJng appropriate control measures for risks 
was also one of the users' challenges. Safety professionals do not have experience handling site 
acJviJes compared to site professionals and, thus are unaware of the risks involved in 
construcJon acJviJes (Chellappa et al., 2020). The result also indicates that the risk evaluaJon 
scoring system was challenging to understand and perform. This is because different companies 
follow different risk scoring systems. It was also evident from the survey results that users face 
challenges when they work with insufficient data and Jme. One interviewee reported that they 
were supposed to conduct RA with insufficient technical data provided by the engineering team. 
During this stage, users had to conduct RA based on their experience, which is hard to list the 
potenJal hazards and prevenJve measures.  
 
To facilitate the process of fall RA, users' requirements were gathered. The findings show that 
adequate technical details about a parJcular acJvity, such as a list of acJviJes, causes of 
accidents, control measures, safety guidelines, past accident records, and safety pracJces-case 
studies, could facilitate the process of RA. The results also indicated that users were looking for 
some online system where they could access and share safety knowledge for RA. It could be 
either a closed system where only company employees can access it or an open system where 
anyone can access it. Therefore, it is evident from this phase that adopJng an online system 
involving technical details on parJcular acJvity with a simple risk raJng system that contains 
pracJJoners' safety knowledge could facilitate the RA process. However, it is essenJal to 
understand how safety knowledge of parJcular acJvity should be represented in an online 
system before proposing it.  
 
To achieve this, the next phase was aimed to design a knowledge-based system to represent 
safety knowledge for fall RA focused on verJcal formwork acJviJes. First, the acJviJes that 
pose fall risks during formwork operaJons were idenJfied through observaJon and surveys. The 
results indicated that panel assembly, erecJon, concreJng pouring, and stripping are the four 
acJviJes that pose a risk of falls during verJcal formwork operaJons. Then, the riskiest acJviJes 



and fall trends in formwork were analyzed using the OSHA database. Followed by the 
knowledge of formwork for fall RA was captured from construcJon experts through the Delphi 
survey. The findings show that panel erecJon and stripping were the high-risk acJviJes related 
to falls and in terms of individuals, carpenters and laborers were at high risk of falls. Best safety 
pracJces for formwork operaJons were also captured through thorough document analysis. The 
captured knowledge was combined for each acJvity in MS Excel, and a framework was 
developed to store and re-use the knowledge. Then, based on the framework, a prototype was 
developed using CMS, and its interface design was evaluated  
through CW. Based on experts' feedback, the prototype's interface design was improved, and a 
web-based KM system was developed using PHP language programming.  



 
Figure 1. Front-end of the prototype  
Figure 2. The back-end of the prototype  



 
Figure 3. Front-end of the knowledge-based system  
Figure 4. The page display of fall RA  



 
Figure 5. The page display of trade (column) for verJcal formwork acJviJes  
Figure 6. The page display of risks scores and control measures for panel erecJon  



 
Figure 7. The page display of fall RA results  
 
EvaluaJon of the final knowledge-based system was conducted through a survey with 20 
potenJal end-users who had experience in RA in Indian construcJon projects. The respondents 
were asked to rate the system based on three criteria: features, benefits, and challenges, using 
dichotomous variables. The staJsJcal analysis of the responses revealed that the raters' inter-
reliability was rather high. Based on the findings, it can be determined that the proposed 
system offers numerous benefits to builders in (1) ensuring that end-users, regardless of their 
site locaJon, have easy access to verJcal formwork safety knowledge; (2) helping users with job 
site learning of safety RA skills; (3) effecJvely sharing safety knowledge; (4) facilitaJng the fall 
RA process on-the-job for safety heads; (5) helping to improve safety performance; (6) saving 
Jme that is spent on RA, and (7) assisJng in developing beler fall prevenJon plans.  
 
Impact  
The proposed system has several impacts as follows: 
1. Reduces the Jme taken to complete the fall RA in construcJon projects. 
2. Easy access and effecJve to acquire and share safety knowledge related to formwork 
acJviJes. 3. Expected to reduce work loss at construcJon sites and project delays. 
4. Expected to reduce financial damages to individuals and society caused by accidents.  
 
LimitaJons and future scope  
This study includes several limitaJons. First, the proposed system focused on tradiJonal verJcal 
formwork (i.e., plywood) in the context of residenJal building projects in India. Second, the 



study targets fall risk acJviJes involved in verJcal formwork in construcJon, and the study 
findings focused on the RA process to prevent them in Indian construcJon projects. Next, the 
proposed system focused only on the end-users, i.e., safety heads/managers of construcJon 
projects involved in the RA process. Finally, the safety knowledge of verJcal formwork acJviJes 
represented in the proposed system was designed in a staJc way.  
 
Although this research work developed a knowledge-based system for prevenJng falls in Indian 
construcJon organizaJons, it could be applied in a similar context in other countries to increase 
its usefulness and enhance the performance of overall construcJon safety worldwide. Also, 
safety knowledge of other formwork acJviJes, such as slab or beam focusing on FFH and other 
formwork materials, including aluminum and steel, could be incorporated into this system to 
develop a systemaJc RA tool for formwork operaJons targeJng falls in construcJon. Such a 
system should be evaluated against the real-life environment to enhance the overall safety 
performance of formwork operaJons in India and other countries with similar environment.  
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